African languages

Including Meroitic

Class Afrikaans in 439.36; class Malagasy in 499.3. Class an African creole having a non-African primary source language with the source language, plus notation 7 from Table 4, e.g., Krio 427.9664

For Ethiopian languages, see 492.8; for non-Semitic Afro-Asiatic languages, see 493

Nilo-Saharan languages

Add to base number 496.5 the numbers following —965 in notation 9653–9658 from Table 6, e.g., Maasai 496.55226, Zarma 496.58; then to the number for each language listed below add further as instructed at beginning of Table 4, e.g., grammar of Maasai 496.552265

496.55226 Maasai

496.55842 Dholuo (Luo of Kenya and Tanzania)